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Who We Are: Mission and Philosophy
Mission
Mary of Nazareth School prepares children for lives of service to God and neighbor, through a
rigorous academic program rooted in the faith and teachings of the Roman Catholic Church as
professed in the Creed, celebrated in the sacraments, lived in Christian virtue and affirmed in
prayer.
Philosophy
Mary of Nazareth Roman Catholic Elementary School is a Christ-centered environment where each
child, nurtured by parent, parish, and educator, is encouraged to follow the example of Jesus in all
aspects of life. Our students thrive in an environment of regular worship, service, daily prayer,
devotion to Mary, and consistent reference to the word of God. We welcome diversity among our
inclusive student-body and stress the unifying concepts of tolerance, love, and respect. Students are
encouraged to seek knowledge through the teachings of the Catholic Church and apply those
teachings to daily life.
Mary of Nazareth Roman Catholic Elementary School is comprised of three age-focused programs:
early childhood, intermediate, and middle school. Within these programs, teachers collaborate to
develop and strengthen relationships. The leadership of the administrators fosters these
interdependent relationships within the school community.
The curriculum of the Archdiocese of Washington (ADW) is viewed from a Catholic perspective,
with a central love for the wisdom that comes from the Holy Spirit. The faculty is aware that the
manner in which we model our love of God and Church encourages our students in their own search
for lasting faith. Families of our students and their individual parishes continue to foster a love for
Christ and a respect for education. Parents are the primary educators; in partnership, teachers and
parents strive for the overall success of each student.
We are dedicated to providing students with a well-rounded curriculum, which focuses on the
spiritual, developmental, emotional, cognitive, and physical well-being of our students. Recognizing
the multiple learning styles and diverse needs presented in each classroom, the educators
differentiate with a variety of resources, teaching methods, and assessments. Through
reinforcement, praise, and consequence, we foster an enthusiasm for education. As a result, our
students develop the inner confidence to make choices that positively affect their world.
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Introduction
On November 10, 2015, the Mary of Nazareth School Board of Directors (Board) approved the
2016-2019 Strategic Plan, which identified and framed the critical challenges facing the school over
the past four years. We committed to reporting on Mary of Nazareth School’s (the School)
accomplishments toward achieving the goals and objectives outlined in the 2016-2019 Strategic
Plan. This document outlines the accomplishments made by the school administration and
community over the 2016-2019 period.
As we move into the School’s next four-year plan, we will continue to build on the progress made
during the 2016-2019 period. We will continue to enhance transparency and constantly review our
goals and objectives so they remain relevant and support the constantly changing environment in
which we operate. We believe continued progress toward the accomplishment of our strategic
priorities provides the school community with a more inclusive holistic view of the School’s
direction, performance, and overall operations.
As this report details, the School accomplished many of its identified initiatives during the four-year
planning period. Many of the initiatives identified within this plan were budget neutral, while
others had varying costs associated with them. School leadership and the community prioritized the
initiatives and identified the resources required to accomplish those initiatives. Over this four-year
period, staff and volunteer resources accomplished many of the budget neutral initiatives and
applied limited budgetary resources to others with the highest priority.
As the school executed its mission over the past four years and focusing on its core purpose of
educating its students, it also addressed challenges that continued from themes identified in the
2012-2015 Strategic Plan. The school prioritized investments and dedicated resources to the four
themes identified in the 2016-2019 Strategic Plan. Targeting these four key focus areas allowed the
school to advance its mission and respond to challenges that exist both internally and externally.





Catholic Identity
Academic Excellence
Affordability and Accessibility
Technology
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While not specifically identified within the four strategic themes, the School made several
improvements to the school facilities during the four-year period. These improvements ensured a
safer and healthier environment for students and staff and one that is more conducive to learning.



















Removed buried oil tank due to conversion to natural gas (2017)
Moved classrooms to facilitate reduced movement for students to maximize instruction time
(2017)
Created more ‘hands on’ space for preschool to house 30 full-day students (2017)
Replaced water pump for heating system (2017)
Completed maintenance and repairs on playground equipment (2017)
Completed yearly maintenance on facilities, with HVAC system, kitchen, and fire system all
passing inspection (2017)
Installed insulation above the library wing (2017)
Reserves Study completed in July. The Reserves Study provides a recommended an annual
amount of capital to set aside for replacement and upkeep of the School’s facilities (2018)
ALICE training provided to staff and classroom 911 calling availability provided as part of
the school’s critical incident plan (2018)
Communicated the school’s crisis plan to Montgomery County Police and installed deterrent
signage (2018)
Two new basketball hoops installed in the gym (2018)
New custodial service beginning August 2018
Replaced boiler and addressed water leak at the fire hydrant (2018)
Received grant from Tom and Gloria Sullivan Foundation to install stained glass windows in
the chapel (2018)
Replacing a significant portion of the sprinkler system (2019)
Purchasing and installing stained glass windows representing the seven parishes in the
chapel (2019)
Erecting a permanent sign in the front of the school (2019)
Caulking the entire Katie Fitzgerald Center (2019)

For additional information regarding the school and specific policies, please refer to the school’s
website www.maryofnazareth.org.
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Strategic Theme 1: Catholic Identity
Goal: As a Catholic School of the Archdiocese of Washington maintaining true
communion with the Archbishop and Church, Mary of Nazareth School will
continue to uphold the Catholic identity standards and policies that are central
to the nature of a Catholic school through broad-based curriculum where faith
and culture intertwine in all areas of the school’s life.
Objective 1.1: Explore opportunities to involve students in parish life within the school and
externally (sponsoring parishes: Visitation, St. Mary, St. Paul, St. Rose, Mother Seton, St.
John Neumann, and Presentation).
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Re-invigorate the parish/school liaison program.
 In progress in the Development Office



Ensure parish websites link to the School Facebook and Twitter accounts.
 Reviewed and assessed in fall 2019 with Development Office and parishes. Will
review annually



Include pastors and parishes in the School yearbook.
 This initiative is completed



Highlight parish life of each of the sponsoring parishes in the yearbook on a one parish
per year basis.
 This initiative is completed



All listings of parishes and pastors in the school and its publications should follow the
order of canonical administrator followed by date of parish establishment.
 This initiative is completed.

Objective 1.2: Ensure appropriate celebration of Sacramental Life within the school and
family.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Continue to implement the General Instruction of the Roman Missal, 3rd edition in all
aspects of the sacramental life of the school.
 This initiative is completed.
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Encourage Catholic family attendance at Sunday Mass in home parishes and NonCatholic attendance at appropriate places of worship.
 This is a continuous ongoing initiative; however, it is considered completed



Promote sacramental life by praying the Liturgy of the Hours, for example, during
school days, at Board meetings, and at HSA meetings.
 This a continuous ongoing initiative; however, it is considered completed

Objective 1.3: Enhance communication regarding opportunities for the teaching of the
faith both internally and externally.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Provide regular take-home resources, either hard copy or online, for families.
 This initiative is completed



Encourage outreach from parishes regarding programs to highlight faith teaching.
 This initiative is completed



Provide the link to the Vatican website on the School website and in the newsletter.
 This initiative is completed



Provide the link to the ADW website on the School website and in the newsletter.
 This initiative is completed

Objective 1.4: Ensure the school environment physically and visibly reflects the
external signs of Catholic identity.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Foster a Catholic identity at all School sponsored sporting events.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Follow ADW policies for all social functions.
 This initiative is completed



Place additional signs of the faith in school buildings in compliance with
Archdiocese of Washington policies.
 Ongoing. Updated hallway posters to reflect mission and Catholic identity



Create prominent signage for Our Lady’s Chapel placed appropriately inside and
outside of the school building.
 This initiative is completed
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Create prominent signage for the school.
 In progress. Should be in place prior to year-end 2019



Investigate additional educational programs and best practice training for the
appropriate use of social media and its influence on Catholic identity in the school.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Enhance the communication of existing social justice programs and field trips that
promote Catholic identity.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Explore association with a Catholic organization to expand the impact and
understanding of our serving role through acts of faith, charity, and inclusion.
 Scheduled renowned speaker Kelsey Tainsch to speak with parents and
students about inclusion, persistence, and perspective.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T06iZqIRrJ8 Mary of Nazareth is
focusing on quantifiable, tangible, and measurable Acts of Faith for our
monthly virtues
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Strategic Theme 2: Academic Excellence
Goal: To demonstrate a collaborative and transparent environment that
replicates best practices and allows innovation to flourish. School leadership
visits classrooms, speaks to parents, and educates Board Members on the
importance of academic rigor and high expectations, all supported by purposeful
professional development that explores critical questions in a productive and
professional manner and informs and promotes learning.1
Objective 2.1: Advance the teaching excellence and innovation in the delivery of highquality academic programs enriched by scholarship and service. Ensure the delivery of
academic excellence through high-quality programs, rich learning opportunities,
exceptional staff, and effective student support mechanisms.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Promote quality instruction in the math and science programs to further enhance the
curriculum.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Provide appropriate training and development opportunities for all staff.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Explore opportunities for providing gender-based educational programs.
 Physical education is by gender in grades 6-8

Objective 2.2: Investigate the opportunity to establish a STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math) program to meet the needs of students at all levels of education
ability, while providing enhanced learning opportunities.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Benchmark other Catholic School STEM programs to identify lessons learned best
practices, and key program elements.
 STREAM teacher visited Good Counsel’s STEM lab and program



Investigate forming after-school Science and Math Clubs beginning with 2016-2017
school year.

1

Initial plan focus on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math); the Curriculum Committee broadened this
concept to include Art and Religion under the acronym STREAM (Science, Technology, Religion, Engineering, Art, and
Math) to be more in-line with best practices.
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 Currently offer coding class. Math teacher moderating Math Counts and
participating in the AMC 8 Math Competition


Explore enhancing the current science lab to provide a multi-purpose science lab that
provides appropriate space for STREAM program.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Develop relationships with external STREAM-related businesses and government
entities that comply with ADW policies and Catholic social teachings.
 Development Office is compiling a Business Directory and working with parents
on setting up a network

Objective 2.3: Engage students through literature, languages, and the arts, allowing
them to express and develop their talents in an environment that supports and
promotes multiple intelligences.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Investigate forming clubs based on literature, foreign languages, and the arts, such as
book clubs, world language club, art club, and drama club.
 Ongoing into next planning period, including theater and spring Glee Club



Provide opportunities for students to present projects/work based in literature, foreign
language or the arts, such as dramatic readings; performances of plays; art show or
gallery; international cultural night.
 Currently offer STREAM Night; Poetry Slam; and International Night. Will
explore additional opportunities in next planning period

Objective 2.4: Provide an education choice that other schools cannot match, based on
excellent academics imparted in the context of Catholic teaching and practice.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Develop marketing plan that promotes Mary of Nazareth as a school of choice based on
specialized program offerings, such as STEM and enhanced language arts and
community testimonials.
 Ongoing into the next planning period



Continue to participate in local and national events to provide exposure and the
opportunity to display programs, students, projects, etc.
 Ongoing into the next planning period



Enhance club offerings dependent upon resource availability.
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 Ongoing into the next planning period
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Strategic Theme 3: Affordability and Accessibility
Goal: Provide equal education opportunities for all students with a commitment
to ensure Mary of Nazareth remains available, accessible, and affordable to all
parents and students.
Objective 3.1: Continue to enhance development and fund raising utilizing various
communication sources and avenues.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Further develop partnerships with corporate partners.
 Ongoing into the next planning period. Received 10 computers from Planet
Technologies



Explore applying for grants from various governmental entities.
 Received BOOST Scholarship; MD Safety Grant; MD Aging Schools Grant; MD
Textbook Grant; MD Title Grants



Explore opportunities for engagement of the School alumni.
 Ongoing into next planning period with coordination through the Development
Office

Objective 3.2: Explore enhancing fundraising opportunities through identification of
multiple leadership giving opportunities and alternative giving campaigns.
2016 Initiatives and Accomplishments


Create giving programs that target specific goals.
 Raise the Paddle and Golf Tournament



Identify current and past school leadership to determine potential giving opportunities
 Ongoing into next planning period

Objective 3.3: Explore alternative tuition structures in an effort to expand accessibility
to a broader population within the community and outside the community.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Benchmark best practices regarding structured tuition programs.
 Ongoing into next planning period through Board level discussions during the
development of 2020-2023 strategic plan



Review options and opportunities for providing a tuition structure that expands the
diversity pool within the school.
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 Ongoing into next planning period with Board level discussion during the
development of the 2020-2023 strategic plan
Objective 3.4: Continue to ensure tuition is competitive with similarly placed
institutions and viewed as delivering a high return on investment for families and the
community.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Develop a retention program targeted at pre-school families.
 Ongoing into next planning period. Enlarged the preschool class and increased
retention rate



Develop comprehensive marketing plan to promote and differentiate the school.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Explore opportunities to implement a flexible admissions program.
 Open enrollment and year-round school tours implemented



Collaborate with external organizations to provide additional resources and
opportunities.
 Ongoing into next planning period
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Strategic Theme 4: Technology
Goal: Implement and support a technology program that integrates into the
curriculum and provides high quality, safe learning environment that allows all
learners to achieve at their highest potential and engages parents, staff, students,
alumni, and the wider community.
Objective 4.1: Promote a comprehensive and integrated technology education plan.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Evaluate a technology integration approach to supplement the school’s current Computer
Application Experience curriculum.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Further assist teachers in integrating technology into the curriculum.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Evaluate the types of computer programming/education that MoN could introduce in
clubs or within the curriculum.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Evaluate the 2015 winter computer club and revise the plan to address lessons learned.
 Initiative moved to next planning period



Consider implementing a digital citizenship curriculum for students.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Evaluate educational software as a potential alternative to paper textbooks as appropriate
for the age group.
 Middle school utilizing online science textbook; online reading and math
resources available K-5; online math in 6-8 available



Assess parent volunteers for additional technology related educational opportunities.
 Ongoing into next planning period
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Objective 4.2: Continue to improve engagement, communication, and collaboration
between the school and the parent and student community, utilizing technology, with
an understanding of the moral and social ramifications of the use of technology.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Improve the school’s external website to ensure it fully integrates with ADW policies
and provides a centralized place for communication, information, and scheduling.
 Ongoing into next planning period; yearly assessment early summer



Implement a security and permission program that provides differing levels of access.
 This initiative is completed



Develop a program that maximizes parent volunteer and social participation levels,
utilizing technology and social media directly.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Continue to refine the formal policy and procedures regarding utilization of social
media.
 Utilizing ADW Technology Agreement Form



Identify free tools and grant opportunities to improve engagement.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Advertise the school’s technology projects.
 Ongoing into next planning period

Objective 4.3: Continue to enhance the technology infrastructure within the school.
Initiatives and Accomplishments


Develop a technology strategy, including identification of the lifecycle of assets.
 Replaced 25 computers in summer 2019



Ensure confidential information is secure.
 Improved password requirements and updates



Update the telephone system.
 Ongoing into next planning period



Install Smart Boards in the classrooms.
 3 Smart Boards purchase
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Evaluate the infrastructure, service impact, and resources required to offer a tablet/laptop
to each student.
 Ongoing into next planning period

Strategic Processes
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